Performance of a computer simulated neural network trained to categorise normal, premalignant and malignant oral smears.
The accurate detection of malignant neoplasms whilst they are still small is recognised as one of the main factors increasing chances of survival. Neural networks have many biomedical applications and they have been applied to neoplasia but their use in oral pathology has only recently been documented. The objectives of this study were to train networks to discriminate between normal and dysplastic mucosa. Each network was trained by back propagation, internal cross validation and tested on additional data. The data were derived by analysing 348 intra-oral smears and included mean nuclear and mean cytoplasmic areas of the smears measured by image analysis. A neural network differentiated between normal/non-dysplastic mucosa and dysplastic/malignant mucosa (specificity 0.82, sensitivity 0.76). These early results suggest that integrating neural networks and image analysis, as well as investigating additional criteria, could enhance automation and accuracy of smear techniques in diagnosing oral malignancy.